ART RETREAT
2022
August 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
with
JenniferThomson

How does the color expression of luster and image reveal itself
in the different kingdoms of nature?

We will turn our attention to ‘image’ colors (shadow colors). These are colors whose radiance has an inward shining
quality in contrast to the ‘lustre colors,’ red, yellow & blue, whose radiance is outward shining. These image colors are
black, white, green and peachblossom. We will explore the question: how do image colors differ from lustre colors?
Spring time reawakens the plant world, spreading out before us evidence of burgeoning life activity. From the
mineralized landscape of winter, the plant world stirs, with animals and human beings responding with greater outer
activity and expression. What can we know of this mysterious interweaving of mineral, plant, animal and the human
being through the seasons?

…Noah Baen

Noah Baen's paintings and installations work with Nature and metaphors for Nature. He studied
at Cooper Union, University of Pennsylvania and Brooklyn College and lived and worked in New
York City until moving to Crestone in 2011. His work is included in the collections of the Smith
College Museum of Art and the Museum of Modern Art. He has taught at Louisiana State
University and the University of Oregon and in numerous school and community settings.
Noah has also created many artineducation and public art projects.

…Jennifer Thomson
fine artist and experienced teacher. She studied
in the traditional art schools and colleges,
received her BFA in painting. Jennifer traveled
to Europe in the early 80s to study with Beppe
Assenza in Dornach, Switzerland. Her studies
include the art of painting, J.W. Goethe’s color
theory, and Rudolf Steiner’s color indications.
In 1985, she directed a painting school in New
York for 11 years, teaching students from North
America, Europe and Asia. In 1996, Jennifer moved to Denver,
Colorado. She taught art to a variety of people: homeless, emotionally
handicapped, senior citizens, teachers, artists and searchers. She also
traveled to teach in various art programs in other states. She has taught
art for 45 years, and presently resides in Crestone, Colorado with her
husband. She wrote a book for artists, “An Artist’s Workbook”

…Bruce Pennetti

is our cook.
He will prepare for us
organic, vegetarian snacks
and lunches each day. Bruce
is a former
Waldorf class teacher,
who has also
enjoyed years of catering and hospitality
work. A musician as well, you may
hear some afternoon harp music in the air
as you are painting.

A Painting
exercise:

Light Rosa tones in areas…
dry. Light Orange tone in
areas, some overlays on Rosa
Black to find the light/white
areas (start with grey and
build to black)
Rosa in area
Green to Rosa (balance)
Intensity areas of Rosa and
Orange
Blue to Orange in the
negative

Yellow to expand in areas
Violet to balance Yellow
Close some of the light/White spaces in line.
Bring what the composition is asking

Daily Schedule
9:00 am… Ongoing development of
watercolor veil painting exercise devoted to
our main theme.
10:30 to 11:00am… Snack Break
11:00 to 12:30pm… light & dark exercises
on themes of mineral, plant, animal &
human being.

12:30 to 2:30pm….Lunch break
2:30 to 4:30pm…One afternoon
sketching In the National Forest,.
Other days …developing color studies of
the seasons.

Accommodations:
Air B&B or camping
www.crestonecolorado.com
www.crestoneeagle.com

Watercolor,
graphite, & liquid charcoal
Location:
Sun Studio in Crestone, Colorado

Deposit: $50 Nonrefundable to
reserve a space

My Life as an Artist & Slides of his work
by Noah Baen

Studio Open: 8am to 6pm

Materials

Tuition:
$440 includes 5 organic veggie lunches,
morning snacks & art supplies.

Evening Schedule

Sign up & Info:
Jennifer Thomson 7199377694
sunstudio.thomson1@gmail.com
Color is the soul
www.jenniferthomson.net
of nature and of
POBox 894,
the Universe
Crestone, Colorado 81131
and we
participate in
this soul
by experiencing
color.
~Rudolf Steiner

